™ out of here. The Chinese and North Korean forceŝ have pummeled General Walton Walker's Eighth Army in the most decisive defeat of US. arms of this century. They whipped us up north on the Yalu River, and we were on the run, dragging a big defeat hangover. Heading south seemed the only cure. Seoul was just another pit stop during a frozen nightmare journey of death. In my sector of Seoul, just north of the Han River bridge, the only living things were the Reds digging in on the hillsides, 25 worn-out Recon men trying to stay alive, and rats eating the corpses littering the streets and shell torn; bridges, cars, trains and buildings. . . Still on the DMZ, two awesome aims are squared off, in their bunkers, behind the world's most fortified potential killing field. . . If the intelligence wizards have it right, there's about one million armed-tothe-teeth men facing each other within about 100 mile zone, and 89 million in reserve."'
The two and a half mile wide, 1 50 mile long strip of ground between North and South Korea has remained largely untrodden by all but a handful of soldiers and truce negotiators for 40 years now, and in that period nature has steadily worked to resurrect its own best form: the endangered Manchurian crane, an ancient symbol of longevity, is said to be nesting and thriving again.
Inside the DMZ, among the anti-tank wall, a live mine field, and a double barbed-wire fence, the proposed bridge extends across the Sachon River in the truce village of Panmunjom. Nine miles away, the tower stands on the severed railroad track where south to north and Seoul to Pyong-Yang was once connected. DMZ is the territory inscribed by the spirit of the place, which Norberg-Schulz calls genius loci, giving an aura or presence to a particular environment which is composed of the total character of the things that make up a certain place. We may say that in the natural environment the supernatural extends itself into our consciousness through that presence we call the genius loci. Hence, man responds by constructing the spirit of his aspirations into the environment, so that his concrete awareness extends into an abstract dimension.-' The expression of this dimension is evoked in me by the tower and the bridge. It is this quality that reveals a memorable energy to the place, that inscribes a poetic dimension in the DMZ between North and South Korea. The image of a locomotive obliterated into fragments uncovers the intent to disconnect the flow of military and civilian movements by cutting the circulation of the Korean Peninsula. The steam powered locomotive is an intimate remembrance for my grandfather; it was the link in his life between Seoul and Pyong-Yang before the conflict.
My grandfather is a writer, historian, poet, and philosopher finishing the last volumes of his Korean War lournals. His daily ritual consists of climbing the Namsam mountain in Seoul for inspiration before the day starts. Bachelard describes "how we inhabit and need a vital space, in accord with all the dialectics of life, how we take root, day after day, in a corner of our own world." 3 My grandfather desperately searches for his corner of the world, a place that evokes imagination, memory, knowledge, and aspiration. According to Bachelard, a writer's description of a tower "illustrates the verticality of the human being. ..We all need to spend a romantic moment in the tower to be captivated by inspirations.'"
The tower is embodied with the form and the geometric qualities of the destroyed locomotive.
Meanwhile, the form and the literal function of the lighthouse is juxtaposed with the body of the tower. As one ascends the ladder, viewing frames slide through the walls to focus the viewer into specific orientation. The tower does not hinder vision, it strengthens it. In the tower, the viewer is not forbidden to see, the viewer is forced to see those significant views of the landscape. It is an allseeing artifact providing a privileged position from which to view. The viewer is not only in a metaphorical position of potentially being blinded by the visual field, but his centrality is also rendered in the multiplication of his commanding position.
At this moment one stops in silence and recollects the memories of the past.
All landscapes exist within frameworksframeworks holding the forms and ideas that give shape and meaning to the landscape. The tower is a frame for the landscape, just as the landscape frames the tower. In composing a building within a landscape the significant idea is pictorial. Similarly, the architectural frame of a space captures a slice of reality as a picture. What is observed and how it is seen sets up a relationship between space and the object within that space, and this in turn creates a particular frame of reference. 1 Erected on the severed railroad track, the tower is a place of aspiration for my grandfather. In this landscape tower is the window to its past and future reflecting hope. He remembered not one, but several bridges had to be crossed and for him this was the nightmare journey of death.
The bridge expands across the Sateen River between North and South Korea. There is no mail and no direct contact between the two Koreas. The only line of communication is through the Red Cross offices located in the truce village of Panmunjom. Three and a half million Koreans who used to live in the north are now living in the e south. First convened in 1972, the south and north Red Cross Conference was designed to reunite separated families. The bridge functions as the life line between North and South Korea. The pulley mechanism allows letters across a forbidden boundary. On can only push the chamber midway; from the other side another has to pull the chamber in. The life line cannot exist without the materialization of exigencies to emerge from the two sides. The visual passages suspended by the bridge give continuity in space and time, for they demonstrate the basic existential pattern of interaction between place and time: the continuum of what is, what was, and what could be. However, the physical journey on the bridge fractures space, path, boundary, and lines by obstructing the sequence of perception. It embodies appendages, adjacent structures, passages which cause the crasser to stop, even for a moment, to dwell in a suspended state.
The current political situation renders the bridge almost impossible to cross physically. However, the bridge is a monument of collective memory, a device that reconstructs the viewer's past by re-living the journey of death in the present. The bridge was conceived through a de materialization process, based on re-fabricating the historical investigation of the historical lines of demarcation. Different maps of Korea were produced: kingdoms, provinces, tax grids, geographic regions, military and population movements, natural and political boundaries.
The overlapped maps uncovered imprints of forgotten landscapes of various moment in Korean history. This simultaneous reading produced new maps representing mesh, passages, ribbon, and structures. Hence the different layers of the abstract cartographic bridges are grafted on the Sachon River. The hope for peace and unification is in the heart of all Koreans, and this monumental object is perceived as an instrument for unification. The bridge also seeks to unify the internal conflict in Korean culture, the generation gaps between the war era and the redevelopment era. The bridge creates a reflective place resonating the collective memories that bond a culture in transition.
